Make a
free
testride!

WHEELCHAIR SCOOTER PENDEL

The scooter for
wheelchair users

Independently, safely & comfortably on the road
Are you dependent on a wheelchair and would you like to cover greater distances
independently and safely? Meet the Pendel wheelchair scooter! The wheelchair scooter
is the alternative to the car or (regional) taxi. The Pendel is easy to use, because you can
drive around completely independently with your own wheelchair! A strenuous switch is
therefore not necessary! Do you have additional wishes tailored to your circumstances?
Various options are possible! With a maximum speed of 25 km/h and a radius of action
of up to 60 kilometres, you will reach your destination quickly and safely. Such freedom!

We look at individual drivers and their needs and

Easy and fast travel with the wheelchair.

want to match them as well as possible. This
way, we continuously innovate and optimize our

The suspension fork and the air suspension at

wheelchair scooters, so that your wheelchair

the rear ensure comfortable driving.

scooter is equipped with the best materials and
optimum comfort.

The electric drive makes the Pendel quiet,
emission-free and inexpensive to use.

The Pendel is equipped with a large battery
capacity, powerful mechanical and hydraulic

Complies with strict European safety

brakes and a dashboard with display. The large

requirements and has been approved as a

headlight offers an enormous light output, so

vehicle and medical device.

that you have a good view while driving and you
are also well seen by other road users.

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

Electrical support

Your special need is a challenge

Colours

The Pendel is standard equipped

for us!

The Pendel wheelchair scooter
comes in 6 standard colours:

with electrical support. Because
of the mechanical and hydraulic

Accessories & options

braking system you are able to

The Pendel can be styled entirely

• Black (RAL 9017)

brake in a controlled and

to your liking and taste with

• Blue (RAL5025)

powerful way. This provides a

various accessories and options.

• Grey (RAL7043)

short braking distance.

Do you want an extra mirror,

• Green (RAL6028)

transfer handles or a custom-

• Red (RAL3001)

Support & special adjustments

made ramp entirely tailored to

• Orange (Y4-Y436)

Do you have specific needs to be

your wheelchair? Various options

able to ride optimally? We can

are possible. That is no problem

Would you like a different RAL

make specific individual

for us! View the options on our

colour? This is available on request.

adjustments to your wheelchair

website or inquire with your

scooter.

dealer.

About Huka

The 10 most important specifications
Technical specifications

standard version

Developed in Oldenzaal, we have
been producing bikes that make a

720

difference in the world of riders for

Total length in mm

1760

more than 40 years. Your mobility,

Total width in mm

1000

Turning circle in mm

3900

Maximum wheelchair width in mm

Maximum rise in degrees

17

Maximum load in kg

125

Total weight Pendel incl. batteries in kg

160

Tire size front/ rear
Maximum speed as a medical device/ vehicle in km/h
Range in km

3.00-10/ 3.00-12
15/ 25

independence and freedom is our
passion. With a committed team,
we provide a wide collection of
innovative bicycles and other
means of transport with Dutch
design. You want to learn more
about the Pendel and our
assortment? Give us a call or visit
our website!

ca. 40-60

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

